College of the Arts

▲ 2022 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
Welcome to CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY LONG BEACH

SEVENTY-THIRD ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES

California State University, Long Beach is a member of the 23-campus California State University (CSU) system. The initial college, known then as Los Angeles-Orange County State College, was established on January 29, 1949, and has since grown to become one of the state’s largest universities.

The first classes in 1949 were held in a converted apartment building on Anaheim Street and the cost to enroll was just $12.50. The 169 transfer students selected from the 25 courses offered in Teacher Education, Business Education, and Liberal Arts which were taught by 13 faculty members.

Enrollment increased in 1953 when freshman and sophomore students were admitted.

Expansion, in acreage, degrees, courses and enrollment continued in the 1960s, when the educational mission was modified to provide instruction for undergraduate and graduate students through the addition of master’s degrees.

In 1972, the California Legislature changed the name to California State University, Long Beach. Today, more than 37,000 students are enrolled at Cal State Long Beach, and the campus annually receives high rankings in several national surveys.

What students find when they come here is an academic excellence achieved through a distinguished faculty, hard-working staff and an effective and visionary administration. The faculty’s primary responsibility is to create, through effective teaching, research and creative activities, a learning environment where students grow and develop to their fullest potential.

Today you are attending one of seven Commencement Ceremonies, taking place over three days, to celebrate the accomplishments of the more than 11,000 graduates and candidates. They are earning doctoral, master’s and bachelor’s degrees as well as credentials and certificates. We are proud of our graduating students, who now go forward to serve society.

Welcome to our 73rd annual Commencement Ceremonies.

Photo above: Carlson Bloc Bell Tower. In 1965, the International Sculpture Symposium contributed nine monumental pieces and designs to CSULB. These works received credits in 21 national and international publications, and, in 1972, additional community funds in the form of a trust provided for the completion of the Carlson Memorial Tower, designed by French sculptor Andre Bloc.
A Message from the President...

Dear Graduate,

Today, you join more than 355,000 fellow Cal State Long Beach alumni who are contributing to their communities and reshaping the world we live in. On behalf of the entire Beach Family; congratulations on your achievement. You have reached a significant milestone in your life, and we are proud to count you among those who call The Beach “home.”

During this celebration, I know you must be feeling appreciation to those who have supported and loved you throughout your educational journey. I encourage you to think about those who touched your life, as well as those whose lives you have lifted up. Savor the memories of the relationships, friendships and connections you made here; they will be with you for the rest of your life.

Whatever your course in life is, I know that you have been equipped to make this world a better place. You proven this during your time here: you contributed to our community in ways that helped make CSULB one of the most diverse, vibrant and transformative communities anywhere in the world.

As you join fellow graduates in celebrating this landmark moment, realize this is not the end of your “learning journey.” There is always more to learn, explore and understand. Today’s ceremony marks a start, not a conclusion – today can be a new beginning. Remember that The Beach can be your partner for lifelong learning.

Finally, please know that your presence here has inspired us and continues to drive us. Because of you, we are a better campus. I know you will carry that spirit forward and continue achieving, leading, inspiring and succeeding as an alum. I encourage you to stay connected, personally and professionally with your alma mater. You will always be a member of this community.

Go Beach!

Sincerely,

Jane Close Conoley, Ph.D.
President

A Message from the Interim Chancellor...

Dear Class of 2022,

Please accept my warmest and most heartfelt congratulations on achieving a truly momentous goal in your life. You set your sights on earning a degree; and now, that goal is a reality. That is a wondrous accomplishment, and I hope you feel a well-deserved sense of pride.

I hope you are filled with a sense of kinship and gratitude, as well. So many people have given so much to enable your success: faculty who illuminated your academic path; counselors, advisors, librarians, coaches and support staff who fostered an encouraging environment; family, friends, mentors and colleagues who gave their time and treasures to facilitate your journey. As you celebrate your success, please remember to celebrate their support as well.

Unlike any other graduating class, your university experience has been shaped in extraordinary ways by more than two years of a global pandemic. During those years, you have developed and honed attributes that will benefit you for a lifetime. Your resilience and adaptability will become career strengths. Your creativity and resourcefulness will define you. Your courage and determination are, in my eyes, already legendary. While it might have been different than the college experience you envisioned when you started your journey, these years have made you sharper, tougher, brighter and more purpose-driven than ever before.

With this rite of passage we call “commencement,” you will join a dynamic, global network of more than four million California State University alumni. They are a remarkable force for good, and I am certain that your addition will multiply their contributions to our communities, to our state and to the world. I ask that you use the knowledge, skills and personal qualities you have developed to work for justice, to seek opportunities to foster equity, and to always uplift and empower others. Stay connected to your campus and look for ways to give back. Support future generations who aspire to follow in your footsteps.

As you step boldly into your future, I know I speak for every member of the California State University community when I express our collective pride in your perseverance and success. Your resolve shines as a symbol of hope and optimism. Again, congratulations, class of 2022!

Sincerely,

Jolene Koester
Interim Chancellor

Jane Close Conoley, Ph.D.
President

Jolene Koester
Interim Chancellor
COLLEGE OF THE ARTS

The College of the Arts (COTA) at California State University, Long Beach is one of the largest and most respected state-supported arts colleges in the country. More than 3,000 majors and minors study in the School of Art, the Bob Cole Conservatory of Music, and the departments of Dance, Design, Film and Electronic Arts, and Theatre Arts. COTA has more than 100 full-time and 150 part-time faculty members allowing the College to offer nationally-recognized, accredited degree programs including the Bachelor of Art Degree in Art, Dance, Design, Film and Electronic Arts, Music, and Theatre Arts; the Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree in Art, Dance, Interior Design, and Theatre Arts; the Bachelor of Science Degree in Industrial Design; the Bachelor of Music Degree; the Master of Fine Arts Degree in Art, Dance, and Theatre Arts; the Master of Arts Degree in Art, Dance, and Design; the Master of Music Degree; and the MFA/MBA in Theatre Management. Post-Baccalaureate Art Certificates are offered in Museum Studies and Biomedical Illustration.

Learning opportunities within the college reflect its commitment to the arts in all its forms. For students seeking a degree in the arts, COTA provides an environment designed for individual achievement in the context of a diverse, engaged community. Curriculum and classroom experiences are strategically crafted to honor and acknowledge tradition, history, and the evolution of art forms while also encouraging unique, singular voices, disruption of norms, and innovative creativity. At the core of our mission is an appreciation of all cultures and art forms, and acknowledgement of their lasting value to the quality of life.

In addition to our academic units, COTA is home to the Carolyn Campagna Kleefeld Contemporary Art Museum and the Richard and Karen Carpenter Performing Arts Center, important campus and community resources. The college is a regional resource for arts and cultural events, showcases, guest lectures, and accessible, innovative artistic expression.

UNIVERSITY BRASS ENSEMBLE

The processional and recessional music that accompanies this commencement ceremony is performed live by the University Brass Ensemble under the direction of Robert Frear. The select ensemble, chosen from the most outstanding brass and percussion players at the Bob Cole Conservatory of Music, performs regularly throughout Southern California. The ensemble has also performed nationally and internationally at the International Trumpet Guild Conference and International Brassfest II.

CONDUCTOR
Robert Frear
Professor
CSULB Bob Cole Conservatory of Music

UNIVERSITY BRASS ENSEMBLE MEMBERS

Trumpets:
Aaron Holguin
Jacob Lythgoe
Vincent Sciacca
Zachary Spiess

Horns:
Avery Jett
Daniel Ota
Joshua Olson
Brayden Armes

Trombones:
Pablo Castro
Antonio Lopez
Raphael Yap
Carlos Castaneda, Bass Trombone

Euphonium:
Liam Adcock

Tuba:
Nathan Tang

Percussion:
Anna Dunford
Tanner Dunaway
Adam Vera

UNIVERSITY ALMA MATER

Sung by Graduating Senior Anna Crumley (BM Music Education)
After a campus-wide contest in 2018, CSULB debuted a new Alma Mater. Lyrics are by Christian Valdez and music is by Kyle Gabriel.

Home to scholars, artists, dreamers
Always honor, truth, and justice

All are welcome here
Always black and gold

Maker of tomorrow’s leaders
Rise and innovate forever

Now and through the years
Ever higher reach

Love for all that came before us
All our lives we shall remember

In our hearts we hold
Beautiful Long Beach
College of the Arts

Anne D’Zmura
Acting Dean

Johannes Stosch, Interim Associate Dean
Colleen Dunagan, Acting Associate Dean
Laurie Gatlin, Interim Director of the School of Art
Betsy Cooper, Chair of the Department of Dance
Heather Barker, Interim Chair of the Department of Design
Adam Moore, Interim Chair of the Department of Film and Electronic Arts
Alicia Doyle, Interim Director of the Bob Cole Conservatory of Music
Anthony Byrnes, Chair of the Department of Theatre Arts
Megan Kline Crockett, Director of the Richard and Karen Carpenter Performing Arts Center
Paul Baker Prindle, Director of the Carolyn Campagna Kleefeld Contemporary Art Museum
Cyrus Parker-Jeannette, Grand Marshal

▲ HONORS AND AWARDS

2022 CSULB HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT
Dr. Roberta Jenkins

OUTSTANDING BACCALAUREATE STUDENTS 2022
Emily Rose Casares, BFA Ceramics
Julia Nicole Gonzalez, BFA Dance
Mei Han Khor, BFA Interior Design
Madison Jo Morgan, BA Film and Electronic Arts – Theory and Practice of Cinema
Brandon Michael Muhawi, BM Music Performance and Music Education
Ryan David Manikowski, BA Theatre Arts – Technical Theatre – Scenery/Costume/Lighting Design

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE THESIS AWARD
Michele Catherine Yamamoto, Music MA – Musicology
Thesis: “Streets is Talkin’”: Music as Real and Imagined Musical Space Through Three Generations of Compton Musicians

GRADUATE DEAN’S LIST OF UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS AND ARTISTS
Grace Stewart, Music MM - Opera Performance
Amanda Quinlan, Art MFA - Photography

DISTINGUISHED ACHIEVEMENT IN CREATIVE ACTIVITY AWARD
Molly Champlin, Art MFA
John Allen Graves, Music MM – Composition
Cameron Daniel Johnston, Music MM – Composition
Nicola Lee, Art MFA - Sculpture/4D

Noah Smiley Michelon, Art MFA – Wood
Will Nathman, Music MM - Jazz Studies
Maura Phelps, Music MM - Instrumental Performance
Jonathan Lugo Torres, Art MFA
Marina Weiner, Art MFA - Ceramics
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Candidates for the Master’s Degree

ART
Master of Arts - Art
Dalar Alahverdi
Diego Alvarez
Sierra Carrington Scott
Diane Cheng
Katie Dahl
Danielle Rae Frank
Nina Y. Kang

Master of Fine Arts - Art
Molly Champlin
Dede Falcone
Rachel Finkelstein
Eva Alisa Grello
Nicola Lee
Noah Smiley Michelon

Master of Fine Arts - Art
Nare Angela Mnatsakanyan
Amanda Quinlan
Michael Patrick Rafferty
Jonathan Lugo Torres
Marina Weiner
Cameron Alexander Zavala

DESIGN
Master of Arts - Human Experience Design Interactions
Novia Elvina
Nicole Ashley Escalante
Maria Marie-Ange Fryer
Zahrasadat Golestanha

Master of Fine Arts - Human Experience Design Interactions
Jonathan Minh Tuan Lai
Valiny Lovan
Jessica Olsen
Taylor Johnathon Rice

MUSIC
Master of Arts - Music
Stephanie Kropp
Cindy Luu
Sean J. O’Connell

Master of Music - Music MM
Joe Christopher Buzzelli
Youngmin Cha
Annie Chow
John Allen Graves
Jason Heemang Griffin
Stephanie Iorga
Cameron Daniel Johnston
Leehyeon Kuen
Kimberly Levin
Susan Eve Levine
Dylan Locke

Jacob Anthony Lythgoe
Jasmine Lata Mangal
Angela Michelle Marvin
Will Nathman
David Nicovich
Maria M. Penalosa
Maura Phelps
Kris Sebastian Rahamad
Erika Carol Reed
Veronica Rene Robinson
Joshua Rodriguez-Irons

THEATRE ARTS
Master of Fine Arts - Theatre Arts - Acting
Reiko Aylesworth
Josh Breeding
Rich Hutchman
Amy Rebecca King

Nipper Knapp
Ryan Patrick Lingle
Allegra Jean Ritchie
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Candidates for the Bachelor's Degree

**ART**

Bachelor of Arts - Art - Art Education

Gabrielle Anne Brodowski
Kim Calzada Magana
Giselle Aileen Castillo
Rachel Lyn Curry
Michelle Ivonne Flores
Cuauhtemoc Garcia Flores

Alessandro Gonzalez
Brian Landeros
Savanna Dawn Rice
Art Marie Santana
Annabelle Wilson

Bachelor of Arts - Art - Art History

Sumaya Masood Awan
Carolina Benitez
Jennifer Kristine Capito
Rosie Chan
Hailey Mae Duncan
Anaid Hernandez
Cameron Hodges
Jennifer Summer King
Maya Eden Lee
Avalon Jo Lozinski
Matthew Oscar Lujan
Jennifer Pham Ly
Natalie Marie Madrigal

Jose Humberto Martinez-Marmolejo
Brian Adrienne Michel
Alondra Murillo
Taylor Partridge
Rebecca Phillips
Maria Sanchez Vazquez
John Mathew Smith
Alfonso Torres
Bryanna L. Tully
Itzel Jocelyn Valle
Ebin Armando Villarino
Barbara Jane Woods

Bachelor of Arts - Art - Studio Art

Jonathan Manuel Abarca
Yadira Agredano
Lilianna Francisca Piurque Aguilar
Sara Imad Akile
Paloma Alcibar
Hailey Nicole Alderete
Elizabeth Almazan
Moises Alvarado
Brittany Marcela Aquino
Jazlyn Archila
Kelci Brook Arellano
Celeste Arias
Anthony Arteaga
Geraldini D. Astudillo Jimenez
Braulio Ayon
Christopher Barron
Maxine Beasley
Connie Bedell
Mary Emily Bonello
Erin Borja
Cassidy Lillian Bracken
Andrea Celeste Briones
Cleo Wilhelma Brunner
Raymoe Nicole Bucknam
Brandon Buncio
Emma Leigh Bunim
Rawa Busefi
Alma Laura Bustamante
Scott Butler
Sean Cabanilla
Vanessa Carmona
Eamonn Patrick Casey
Gerardo Casillas Flores
Kate Castillo
Eric Alexis Ceballos
Kitana Marie Cerda
Wendy Cermeno-Molina
Evan Cespedes
Melissa Chamu
Ray Chang
Samantha Estefania Chavez Nunez
Dylan Chen

Claire Chen
Ellen Choi
Kimberly Aurora Clark
Christian Jose Colindres
Andrea Collado
Luis Angel Colmenares
Amanda Elaine Conn
Clarissa Marie Tuason Cosico
Victoria Celeste Cota
Luke Couce
Leane Bui Cung
Eric Daniel Dalke
Raven Lara De Jesus
Sophie Degroote
Kassandra Simone Dejesa
Matthew Lim Dela Rosa
Cacy N. Delaney
Woohana Luz Delgadillo
Caroline Nicole Desmet
Brianna Diaz
Athena Megumi Dickinson
Christine Diep
Stephanie S. Doeur
Ngoc Thi Bich Duong
Jessica Marie Duralia
Daniel Eggen
Joey Elias
Sidney Jocelyn Enciso
Naomi Daniela Escobedo
David Estrada
Carlos Fernandez
Lesley Flores
Bryan Flores
Geoff Gesson Flores
Alexandra Fontaine
Taylor Marie Foster
Tk Fox
Garrett Fronkoviak
Jessica Isabel Galindo
Jeff Derek Gamez
Cuauhtemoc Garcia Flores
Orlando Daniel Garcia
Christopher J. Garcia
Adrian Garcia Aleman
Oralla Garcia Hernandez
Josie Gomez
Nikkilet Carlie Gomez
Alyssa Gonzales
Jocelyn Gonzales Angel
Katherine Jasmine Gonzalez
Liliana Gonzalez
Larissa Goss
Michaia Eileen Nicole Green
Jubilee Nadine Guerrero

Abrianna Andrea Gutierrez
Gema Guzman
Nitinon Hanchanya
Eric Thomas Hanes
Daijuan Deandre Hannah
Zeinab Harkous
Nikki Paige Haroldson
Matthew C. Harris-Brown
Nathaniel Benjamin Herrera
Binx A. Herrera
Sydney Alexandra Hetland
My Hoang
Shelby Grace Holmes
Ramses Huerta
Victor Hugo Guadalupe Huitron
Juan Villegas Huizar
Anthony Hurd
Yarizbet Jaimes
Chaofan Jiang
Miguel Angel Jimenez
Mina Kanenami
Da Yeon Kang
James Seyla Keo
Rebecca Irene Killam-Hull
Paul Kim
Suri Jade Kime
Samanta Kaitlin Kobel
Caroline Mae Kosman
Danny Kousonsavath
Kirby Kralty
Erica Nicole Lander
Loan Le
Brandon Lee
Lauren Soojung Lee
Beck Lee
Luis Leon
Vanessa Leon
Mun Wa Leong
Yichen Li
Erica Lim
Rebeca Linares Romero
Gabrielle Nicole Lisi
Patrick Littlefield
Ashley Loera
Charity Tomasa Long
Felisa C. Longoria-Ramos
Darla Loop
Soledad Guadalupe Lopez
Abigail Lorenzo
Jasmine A. Lofty
Samantha Lozano
Adilene Luna
Nick Ly
Alana Imge Lynch
Bachelor of Arts - Art - Studio Art, continued...

David Ma
Kimberly Ann Magana
Ivo Makiachnik
Niyah Rose Maldonado
Aleah Cherese Mann Roland
Mark Alexander Martinez
Alyssa Cheyenne Martinez
Jennifer Victoria McCoy
Brandon Michael McNeese
Abel Melchor
Vanessa Ivette Mercado
Kevin Mercado
Tiffany Renee Miller
Sara B. Montoya
Jose Luis Morales
Jenna Napora
Michelle Yvette Newton
Linda Hieu Nguyen
Linh Nguyen
Phuc Mai Nguyen
Anh Tuyet Nguyen
Trang Nguyen
Karla Vanessa Nieves-Ibarra
Adela Ocampo
Francisco Ochoa
Drew R. Oeurn
Zahra Ojani
Hina Okita
Sandra Marie Olagues
Natalie Ortega
Amy Elisa Ortiz
Emilia Katherine Ortiz
Bernadette Ortiz
Zerline Joann Ortiz
Miguel A. Oseguera
Ornar Gianni Osornio
Robyn Ozaki
Zahra Ojani
Chuyu Pan
Zak James Parchen
Catherine Marie Parker
Chais Harold Basa Pascua
Lauren Elizabeth Patt
Bianca Perez
Rene Steven Perez
Alaina Pierce
Jesus Pineda
Juan Antonio Ponce
Tiana Madeleine Prince
Timothy Robert Puckett
Julia Alisa Pullman
Angelica Rose Quinonez
Rodrigo Quiroga
Alondra S. Ramirez
Aurora Andrea Ramirez
Diana Ramirez-Belmonte
Alexandro Eduardo Ramos
Ashley Ramos
John Ringwald
Amanda Elena Rios
Aria Robert
Caley Christine Robison
Consuelo Michelle Rodriguez
Joshua Andrew Rodriguez
Emily Paloma Rodriguez
Jacob Arthur Rodriguez
Carolina Romero
Rosario Romo
Jessica Ruiz
Charles Kevin Ruiz
Skyllah Kassandra Saenz
Yasmin Salgado
Anna Sams
Ricardo Sanchez
Norma Maria Sandoval
Alejandra Santana
Ash Seraphin
Maryam Seyedi
Krista Leanne Shepherd
Jill Siler
Christian Solorzano
Michael L. Sparks
Rio St. Germain
Devon Scott Stewart
Madi Myat Su
Samantha Tabares
William Robin Tea
Tony Teng
Amanda G. Thomas
Celena Dela Cruz Tienzo
Nicole Lizbeth Tinoco
Claudia Consuelo Tinoco
Terry Tong
Melissa Gorety Torres
Lyana Torres
Christian Torres
Edwin Torres-Miranda
Zoe Tran
Jasper Tras
Thi Trieu
Lindy Ngoc Trinh
Blanca Rosa Turcios

Bachelor of Fine Arts - 3-D Media (Fiber, Metal, Wood)

Mark Ferguson
Ziyue Hu

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Art Photography

Ana Lilia Berrelleza
Samanta Bryant
Taylor Jimece Caesar
Elizabeth Chavarin
Shere Soledad Gomez
Noah Marie Koenig
Veasna Lim
Pablo Mendez

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Ceramics

Maria Rose Abrahamian
Geneva Elizabeth Allen
Heather Browning
Emily Rose Casares
Mark Steven Delgadillo
David Friedl
Ruby Alejandra Gomez

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Drawing and Painting

Clarisse Abelarde
Mike Alonso Alcala
Bianca Elisabet Argueta
Julie Beloussow
Genavee Gomez
Selina Bernice Landeros
Jessica N. Le
Rita Leon
Masie Sophia Love

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Graphic Design

Shirleen Ahn
Skylar Paige Arellanez
Augustus Cesar Avendano

Bachelor of Fine Arts - 3-D Media (Fiber, Metal, Wood)

Hannah Marie Turner
Monesa T. Uddin
Francisco Valencia
Brandon James Van Deusen
Angela Vasquez
Napoleon Vasquez
Pamela Bernardette Vega
Yessenia Villasano
Marley Villatoro
Tomoka Wada
Samantha P. Walker

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Art Photography

Ana Lilia Berrelleza
Samanta Bryant
Taylor Jimece Caesar
Elizabeth Chavarin
Shere Soledad Gomez
Noah Marie Koenig
Veasna Lim
Pablo Mendez

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Ceramics

Maria Rose Abrahamian
Geneva Elizabeth Allen
Heather Browning
Emily Rose Casares
Mark Steven Delgadillo
David Friedl
Ruby Alejandra Gomez

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Drawing and Painting

Clarisse Abelarde
Mike Alonso Alcala
Bianca Elisabet Argueta
Julie Beloussow
Genavee Gomez
Selina Bernice Landeros
Jessica N. Le
Rita Leon
Masie Sophia Love

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Graphic Design

Shirleen Ahn
Skylar Paige Arellanez
Augustus Cesar Avendano
Bachelor of Fine Arts - Illustration/Animation

Nayeli Chloe Buffi
Tania S. Bustamente
Kimberly A. Calderwood
Jaliyah Carnacho
Sofia Cassandra Carrillo
Thomas Finnbarr Carroll
Grecia Dorian Castillo
Kat Shu Chin Chang
Shannon Chang
Alexa Belle Chhoeu
Andie Heather Choi
Josiah Roman Christensen
Carsan Lynn Ciarcocchi
Alana Mae Connor
Katerina Estrada Coronado
Benjamin Joshua Costa
Rachel Lynn Crane
Rosa Cuencan
Brett Anthony Cuvierlo
Grace Marie Daigneault
Cassandra Jillian Daspit
Ivan Sj Dela Cruz
Elizabeth Delgado Toledo
Gabe Beato Dimagiba
Anna Le Dinh
Connie Du
Elaine Bianca Esperza
Julia Feng
Madeline Alyssa Fernandez
Romario Flores
Nathanael Derek Lee Fong
Kendall Ford
Moriah Camille Foston
Mahalia Marie Freier
Sarah Rachel Gaines
Dayan Garcia Gonzalez
Hannah Abigail Gober
Coyanne Sue Granderson
Maren Beatrice Gray
Doris Guo
Andrew Martin Halbrooks
Anthony Hernandez
Adela Denisse Hernandez
Annie Hiranprasitkul
Cindy My Hoang
Gayoung Hong
Hannah Claire Houston
Ian Hung
Yeojin Hur
Anh Duy Huynh
Sydney Bao-Thy Huynh
Amanda Kha Tu Huynh
Ivan Ibanez
Zoha Jamshaid
Lauren Ariel Jones Licausi
Xavier Joson
Danika Mateo Jubilo
Samantha Qing Kallen
Haruka Karen Kanemura
Marina Kato
Zsofia Reka Katona
Hanhi Kim
April Suzi King
Charlotte M. Kmak
Natalie Simone Kresova
Soobin Lee
Aeri Lee

Sophia MacLauren Lowe
Edgar Macias
Tamsyn Lynn Martins
Erica Leonora Ashley Mazariagos-Taylor
Adrian Alberto Mendoza
Joseph Mendoza
Emily Michelle Miller
Rini Mok
Ika Shokoh Moslehi
Thao-Vy N. Nguyen
Jennifer Thien-Trang Nguyen
Amy L. Nguyen
Hamilton Tom Nguyen
Tammy Tam Nguyen
Don Duc Nguyen
Alya Nuenez
Sidney Heng Oung
Gerardo Palomo
Meilia Kealani Perez
Cristina M. Perez
Amanda Pfeiffer
Tisha Pham
Kat Gia Phan
Chloe Jade Pitko
Melissa Lee Ramli
Lillian Christine Rangel
Emily Christine Redeker
Elas Rodriguez
Roberto Sanchez
Hannah Silva
Anna Simpson
Guadalupe Leticia Solis Alvarez
Sophia Gabrielle Struna
Jasper Surnano
Matthew Sung
Lindsey Nicole Tamayo
Kristin Tan
Deborah Windy Tijtjrajadi
Katherine Tong
Annie Tran
Paris Francis Valdivia
Stephanie Valdivia
Emily Vanuy
Vanessa Vargas
Jasmin Griselda Velasco
Hanna LeAnne Vida
Keely Anne Walsh
Reuben Y. Watson
Adrianna Xibille
Kelly Xie
Bachelor of Fine Arts - Printmaking
Bonny Kimberly Jackson  Thomas A. Macie
Madeline Christine Kincanna  Jasmine Romo

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Sculpture
Brianna Mary Aguileria  Nicole Li
Isabella Leticia Duco-Figueroa  Andy Phillips
Jay Gonzales  Quang Duy Tran
Bethany Jeon  Monica Vander Vegt
Lawrence Lee

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Studio Art
Melissa Pineda

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Design
Ahmed Ashfar Abdul Cader  Sara Mansouri
Connor Joseph Aguilar  CJ Jaimez Mauro
Briana Aguilar Novoa  Ghalia Mchani
Paige Elizabeth Allison  Emilie Anne Meledy
Haya Ali Alsalehi  Jeffrey Melendez
Mehri Attaei  Eleanor Meyer
Erin Attemmeier  Carlos Enrique Munoz
Rachel Layne Barrett  Tiffany Huu Nguyen
Andrew Barron  Dominic Nguyen
Ambar Bibilionia Abache  Jason Huynh Nguyen
Jacob Edward Blocher  Tram Quynh Nguyen
Anabel Cardenas  Vuolack M. Noch
Ferrari Chamlern  Xavier Padojino-Ballesil
Venus Chan  Christian Parra
Yourong Chen  Nathan Lustre Pereira
Morgan Britteny Darden  Joanna Selene Rios
Nhi Yen Diep  Darla Jasmine Dela Cruz Rocha
Jocelyn Denise Flores  Sophia Raquel Sanchez
Cynthia Galarza Barrientos  Edgar Samuel Santillan
Cynthia Garcia Acuna  Ellyse Monique Scott
Jovanny Gomez  Rene Sierra
Ashley Marie Gomez  Francis Xavier Harte Strietmann
Sara Goshayeshi Safa  Lauren Rachel Teutsch
Sarah Greenfield  Rose Toro
Brian Hernandez  Hannah Tovar
Jaqueline Hernandez  Kaoru Toyokawa
Suzane Jielati  David Quoc Anh Truong
Delaine Clair Johnson  Agustin Figueroa Villalobos
Kalen Johnson  Brett Collin Witherspoon
Mariane Christina Vadoj Kacou-Django  Yaqian Wu
Hieu Nhu Le  Zijing Wu
Jenny Min Lee  Keith Yap
Yisha Li  Justin Wei-Xuan Yueh
Jillian Rae Lopes

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Dance Science
Amy Brynn Ayres  Kylie L. Kaneshiro
Kenzie Yuan Butts  Amaya Teresa Marie Marks
Deven Lee Griffith  Margaret Joan Matterson
Israel Henry  Madison A. Moura
Ayianna Madison Hailey Henry  Reese Radanovich
Robert Huerta  Madison Claire Redlawsk
Cindy Yanez Lopez  Jodi Michelle Reed

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Dance
Jose Edgardo Argueta  Robert Huerta
Rafael Austria  Kylie L. Kaneshiro
David Bernal  Matthew Kindig
Tatiana Alina Beverly  Kaylee Ayano Kollins
Natalie Bojorquez  Mary Vianney Leopo
Mia Clark  Molly Longchamps
Julia Nicole Gonzalez  Natalie C. Lovan
Deven Lee Griffith  Tiffany Martinez-Delgado
Erika Gutierrez  Chloe Juliette McClure
Ceylon Taylor Harris  Hitomi Misawa
Eduardo Hernandez  Yukiko Nimura
Kevin Michael Holland  Natalie Peart

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Interior Design
Mitzi Arango Rodriguez  Sabrina Marie Finn
Dottie Leigh Bibeault  Andreya Carpio Garcia
Stevie Caitlin Brunner  Giselle Sarahi Gomez
Claudia Y. Cabrera  Haley Nicole Gonzales
Dallas Jade Calhoun  Melissa He
Tania Camacho  Jennifer Nancy Hicks
Joey Cheung  Vivian Huang
Jennifer Po Cheung  Valerie In
Allen Dave V. dela Cruz  Mei Han Khor
Jenson Mark Baina Fajardo  Samantha Little
Bachelor of Fine Arts - Interior Design, continued...

Jennifer Nadine Lopez
Jayleen Mills
Aya Miyawaki
Rachael Lynn Munz
Trang Thi Thu Nguyen
Thuy Thi Thanh Nguyen
Genesis Veronica Pena
Jianghui Qu
Haidi Citlali Rubio
Kimberly Yanira Salazar
Tristy Jennifer Lynn Syswerda
Vanessa Toscano
Wendy Uriarte
Van Hoai Thi Vu
Madison Renee Woodland
Nichole Xa
Emily Yeh

Bachelor of Science - Industrial Design

Ryon Anthony Adams
Kyle Alexander
Noor I. Ali
Isabella Cabrera
Wei Cao
Andy Chi
Sarah Eileen Clark
Daniel Christopher Curry
Armen Noubar Dedeyan
Eduardo Gonzalo Diaz
Mark Aaron Fauth
Paulina Gonzalez De La Torre
Mark Huang
Paul Joseph Ronald Hudson
Esther Lagos Vilaboa
Joshua Mar Gozos Leomo
Nicole Angela Lim
Steven William Lozano
Nathan Marsh
Pedro C. Mateo
Christopher McCormick
Jonathan Moreno
Peter Anh Toan Nguyen
Spencer O’Connor
Nicholas Bin Orie
Austin Ryan Pao
Ye Rin Park
Savanna Guang
Hernan Caleb Robles
Kyle Arby Guevarra Santos
Lorenzo Sevilla
Adrian Wilder Smith
Eastman Tang
Jordan Tun
John A. Valadez

FILM & ELECTRONIC ARTS

Bachelor of Arts - Film and Electronic Arts - Narrative Production

Kaitlin Thompson
Jozeven-June Velasquez Tolibao
Blaine Conrad Turner
Jonathan Hiram Vazquez
Zachary Welker
Jiwen Yu

Bachelor of Arts - Film and Electronic Arts - Theory and Practice of Cinema

Christian Acevedo
Susan Adalat
Michael Anthony Aguilar
Dustin Ahrens
Katya Chiong Alarcon
Matthew Gilbert Alcala
Jourdan Renee Amen
James Armstrong
Kevin Bao
Sara Grace Barclay
Trent Dorrett Bathurst
Julie Beltran
David Robert Beltran
Christopher Branch
Jeremy James Brennan
Kimmi Buckler
Khanh Tuan Bui
Shannon Brooke Cameron
Matthew Francis Harding Carney
Kristoffer David Carrillo
Jesus Alexander Casillas
Quentin Cayabyab
Fernando Chavez
Yena Cho
Jonah King Church
Grace Nicole Cleary
Makenzie Camela Clor-Fernandez
Cecilia Collins
Cameron Cristobal Colon
Isaac Cota
Emily Nicole Cuesta
Gregory Lee Dahiquist
Jason Davila-Bernardez
Rachael Alexandra Demott
Aditi Dhar
Alejandra Viviana Diaz
Jack Thomas Dixon
Kyle Seiji Doi
Tim Thanh Du
Randall Duke
Benjamin Duong
Martin Osvaldo Echavarria
Augustine Escalera
Zoe Noel Estes
Maria Elena Estrada
Peter Allan Fergus-Bentall
Brian Adam Freeman
Kameron Mitchell Fry
Yuma Fukaya
Azeez Gabsi
Ferdinand Caminoy Gabuten
Angel Garcia
Gregory Garcia
Ishmael Jonathan Garcia
Christian Gatica
Armand Gilmore
Juan Carlos Gomez
Jackellin Gomez
Melissa Scarlett Gonzalez Padilla
Carissa A. Granillo
Jawmee Grant
Donyé Kenneth Green
Christian Valentino Griego
Anthony Tomas Grybinas
Chloe Gulbe
Clio Gulbe
Brett Royal Hartong
Sabrina Heinrichs
Edward Alan Hockett
Jocelyn Hoyos
Reggie Hoyos
Chen Chia Hsu
Louis Minhlong Huynh
Ronan Patrick Inch
Erin Jimenez
Paul-Edward A. Johnson
Jeffrey Byron Jones
Sean Patrick Jones
Ezekiel Juarez
Isaac Nathaniel Kau
Kango Kawai
Avery Michael Keller
Marie Helgesen Kili
Zachary Kim
Hope Ann Kindred
Andrea Isabelle Klee
Ryan Kline
Jeremy Koehr
Franklin Penheng Kong
Max Shibata Kozik
Tsz Yan Tiffany Kwan
Spencer Lafever
James Lambert
Julie Le
Sharon Lee
Nicholas K. Lee
Bachelor of Arts - Film and Electronic Arts - Theory and Practice of Cinema, continued...

Christopher Esteban Leon
Ian Lima
Sarah Ann Locastro
Julia Kamanchek Lopes
Adrian Lopez
Arturo Kevin Lopez
Jesus Abel Lopez
Roxy Redd Lopez-Garza
Francisco Caday Lozano
Karla Fernandez Maldonado
Orazmuhammet Mammedov
Javier Raymundo Manzo
Alondra Isabel Marín
Jalen Brent Marrero
Vanessa Renee Martinez
Julio Cesar Meletz
Alexis Mendez
Valerie Cecilia Mendez
Alexandrea Danielle Mercier
Jordan Rey Mia
Evan Joseph Francis Mockler
Luis Javier Molina
Luis Alberto Molina
Alejandro Montiel
Eric Nicholas Moreno
Madison Jo Morgan
Taiki Mori
Yokoh Morikawa
Laura Mosquera
Luis Esteban Mungray
Junior Musgidlik
Armando Nava
Nicholas John Neira
Gabriel Ocampo
Liam O'Mahony
Marc Anthony Ortiz
Stephanie Ortiz Jaimez
Hyunsuh Paik
Jeongmin Park
Alex Alejandro Pena
Dalila Perez
Warren Ngoc Phan
Skyr Wu Phan
Olivia Marston Phillips
Tomas Piz
Cesar Elias Plasencia
Cody Scott Pokorny
Daniel Samuel Prieto
Brandon Wesley Rex
Aileen Katie Reynoso
Andrew Rice
Lariza Armenta Rigor
Rebecca Ringgenburger
Michael Steven Roberts
Randy Roche
Christian Alexander Rodriguez
Jaison Vincent Tolentino Rodriguez
Jessica Rojas
Malaya Rounds
Devlen Michael Rourke
Sophia Ruffo
Rona Apolonio Ruiz
Dillon Rust
Joseph Saindon
Jessica Jeanett Salas
Mark Ivan Salinas
MacClellan Patrick Sanders
Brandon Luis Santos
John Crew Savage
Jessica Dianne Scott
Nicholas Scott
Jacob Thomas Sensi
Katarina Sereno
Maria Francesca Sgromo
Casey Downs Shattuck
Eric Christopher Shelton
Shaun Deep Singh
Nichole Lynn Smith
Saul Soto
Dextin Reitzd Sparrevoehn
Bailey Glen Standley
Yasmeena Rami Sulaiman
Bailey Swierstra
Joshua Trinidad Tejano
Jason Cabaron Tiangco
Anthony Guadalupe Torres
Faith Palomino Torres
Alexander James Tostado
Katelynn Khue Tran
Edith Trujillo
Jason David Turk
Minami Umemoto
Dang Vang
Enrique Esteban Victor
Victoria Villanueva
Elizabeth Wagner-Cordova
Luke Wagner
Alex Witz
Malcolm Martin Wyley
Kajiki Yamada
Ivette Felix Yepiz
Reagan Yorke
David Enrique Zarate

Bachelor of Arts - Music

Nickolas Koji Altman
Kathrine Elizabeth Doty-Romero
Cader Edwards Duffy
Summer Nhat-Ha Doan Le

Bachelor of Music - Composition

Tom Elijah Flores
Aria Gittelson
Loren Herz-O’Brien
Carlos Martinez Zepeda
Ryan Michael Mcgregor

Bachelor of Music - Music Education - Choral-Vocal Music

Gem Stacy Acabal
Matthew Anderson
Isiah Gabriel Chacon
Anna Marie Crumley
Brianna Estrada
Aldi R. Garcia
Bettina Maria Houser

Bachelor of Music - Music Education - Instrumental Music

Anthony Zalmen Arias
Elijah Avila
Paulo Mendoza Carmelo
Silvia Corona
Jason Sterling Ezquerro
Arturo Gallardo
Gina Elise Gruneisen
Alexander James Hille
Daniel John Hinckley
Kelsey Anne Wen-Hsien Lih
Star Marie Mc Afee

Bachelor of Music - Performance

Gem Stacy Acabal
Anthony Zalmen Arias
Brayden Lawrence Armes
Elijah Avila
Sarah Marie Baiedi
Eric Stephen Glen Bell
Nicholas Wynn Bonanno
Paulo Mendoza Carmelo
Carlos Antoni Castaneda
Isaiah Gabriel Chacon
Doris Chen

MUSIC
Arvin-Ur Gantumur
Aziza Elizabeth Gomez
Jordan Paul Guzman
Howard C. Hardaway
Kyra Rochelle Harris
Carlos Alberto Herrera
Aaron Michael Holguin
Sampson Hong
Matthew Edward Justo
Clara Marie Kelly
Clint Koehler
Mai Kubo
Sebastian Brandon Lee
Perrine Lee
Steven Jospeh Leyton
Kelsey Anne Wen-Hsien Lih
James Anthony Arthur Lopez
Antonio De Jesus Lopez
Mauricio Martin
Star Marie Mc Afee
Daisy M. Mendez
Alison Mae Mendrella
Max Vera Mineer
Myles Vera Mineer
Nancy Leigh Florence Morgan
Brandon Michael Muhawi
Raymond Newell
Dakota Noxon
Edward Thomas Nugent
Vinicio Ordoñez
Alex Eli Pensamiento
Justin Pham
Dominic Wyndham Preston-Mann
Marisa Ramey
Coryn Renee Richardson
Jacqueline Marie Rush
Richard Salgado
Vincent Sciacca
Rosalyne Anne Sexton
Taylor Matthew Shipman
Rachel Ann Steinke
Kevin John Tieck
Rene Ulloa
Joshua Marcus Valdes
David Vazquez
Adam Vera
Christopher Walters
Liana Wopschall
He Wu

**THEATRE ARTS**

**Bachelor of Fine Arts - Acting**

Beth Caballero Borboa
Alexandro Correa
Nathan Robert Fennacy
Margaret Evelyn Franckhauser
Sarah-Michelle Sieson Guei
Matthew Arturo Limas
Adrianna Marie Luna
Spencer Harrison Moore
Priscilla Ortega
Rory Carolyn Gill Smith
Erin Snett
Tara Maria Webster

**Bachelor of Arts - Theatre Arts**

Ashley Samantha Faith Antonio
Lauren Marie Beckford
William F. Beckles
Davion Bell
Aileen Beltzan
Amy Doreen Bodick
Luke Edwin Brodowski
Stefanie Chavez
Christopher Fernando Cid
Danielle Alina Clayton
Kate Cummins
Michael J. Davila
Alexandria Lynn Davis
Kate Mary Del Toro
Jonah Deocariza
Hannah Brooke Edel
Melissa Elizalde
Christian Gama
William Gabriel Gibbon
Emily Gomez
Marlene Guerrero
Myonjoong Kim

Meneleck Rohan Krishnan
Ethan Lacaro
Ben Mach
Osvaldo Mendoza
Makoto Moriyama
Peter O’Shea
Alondra Aida Pena
Madelyn Lee Penn
Emily Perez
Riley Kennedy Polmanteer

**Bachelor of Arts - Theatre Arts - Performance – Acting**

Matthew P. Avery
Kevin J. Barcena
Marley Derrick Bauer
Brittney Noelle Bringle
Alice Callahan
Luiza Castellucci Cedroni
Alexander Clayton
Mark Andrew Cortez
Ashley Briseno Davies
Rhied Hinoguin De Castro
Alexa Diaz
Kimberly Marie English-Intal
Mari Kang-Clark
Vishal Kapoor
Timothy Kennedy
Eunchae Kwak

**Bachelor of Arts - Theatre Arts - Technical Theatre - Scenery/Costume/Lighting Design**

Josh Antonio
Bernadette Veronica Arias
Megan Bates
Daniel Alejandro Deniz-De La Mora
Vanessa Daisy Fernandez
Kai Adrian Girard
Gustavo Alejandro Giron-Rodriguez
Genesis Marie Hernandez
Brianna Monique Hernandez-Hanna
Jordyn Tayler Huff

Daniela Ramirez Lopez
Anthony Ruvalcaba
Jaylenn Rease Scott
Joanne Christie Svendsen
Sicily Visie Tufon
Andrew T. Vo
Morgan Mcgee Ward
Brianra Wilson
Joanne Yuan

Nic Giovanni Lara
Marla Joyce Lopez
Josh Maldonado
Rachel Marie McCullough
Vanessa Araceli Mena
Michelle Mendez Andrade
John Edward Pizzini
Mean Promphao
Jason Bladimir Rivera
Berenice Adriana Salazar
Monica Shoufer
Emma L. Smith
Donald Sun
Jonathan Toethyst
Jasia Alyezza Topete

Devin Rachel Justice
Daniel Ruben Linares
Ryan David Marikowski
Christopher Thomas Nagel
Brendan Hugh O’Neill
Julio Puentez
Sakura Umezawa
Long Kim Vo
Alexa Marie Wolfe
Tiffany Woo
ART
Certificate - Biomedical Illusion Prep
Kendall Glen Traylor
Anna Quinn Mai

Certificate - Museum Studies
Sierra Carrington Scott
Ariana Rizo
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